Recently, wireless edge caching has emerged as a promising technology for future wireless networks to cope with exponentially increasing demands for high data rate and low latency multimedia services by proactively storing contents at the network edge. Here, we aim to design efficient cache placement and delivery strategies for an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)-based cache-enabled heterogeneous cellular network (C-HetNet) which operates in two separated phases: caching phase (CP) and delivery phase (DP). Since guaranteeing fairness among mobile users (MUs) is not well investigated in cache-assisted wireless networks, we first propose two delay-based fairness schemes called proportional fairness (PF) and min-max fairness (MMF). The PF scheme deals with minimizing the total weighted latency of MUs while MMF aims at minimizing the maximum latency among them. In the CP, we propose a novel proactive fairness and transmission-aware cache placement strategy (CPS) corresponding to each target fairness scheme by exploiting the flexible wireless access and backhaul transmission opportunities. Specifically, we jointly perform the allocation of physical resources as storage and radio, and user association to improve the flexibility of the CPSs. Moreover, in the DP of each fairness scheme, an efficient delivery policy is proposed based on the arrival requests of MUs, CSI, and caching status. Numerical assessments demonstrate that our proposed CPSs outperform the total latency of MUs up to 27 percent compared to the conventional baseline popular CPSs.
INTRODUCTION

Introduction and Related Works
S ERVICE providers should handle the predicted data traffic growth in the future fifth-generation (5G) communication networks with low latency multimedia services [1] , [2] . Research results on traffic explosion issue show that most of the global mobile data traffic is due to frequently downloading a modest number of contents from data centers (DCs) [3] , [4] . Besides, duplicated transferring contents through the backhaul links wastes more backhaul resources and also increases the latency of mobile users (MUs) [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [7] , [8] .
Recently, cache-enabled heterogeneous cellular networks (C-HetNets) have been proposed as a potential solution to cope with the backhaul capacity and availability bottleneck by equipping base stations (BSs) with storage capacity [2] , [3] , [5] . By means of content caching at the network edge, popular contents can be prefetched from local caches, e.g., BSs, instead of duplicated prefetching from DCs through the scarce and expensive backhaul links [2] , [5] . In this way, the content delivery performance is significantly improved, especially in terms of latency [3] , [5] , [9] , and in terms of backhaul data traffic which decreases the system delivery cost [6] , [7] .
Generally, cache-enabled wireless networks operate in two phases called caching phase (CP) and delivery phase (DP) [3] , [9] , [10] , [11] . The CP which runs at the off-peak times [3] , [7] , [10] determines which content should be cached in which storage and the resulting cache placement strategy (CPS) is valid during a long time where the popularity distribution information (PDI) of contents remains constant [10] , [11] . On the other hand, the DP operates during all the network serving time where the requested contents are delivered to MUs using the available transmission resources 1 [7] , [11] , [12] .
Fairness is another important issue which should be considered in all resource allocation strategies [13] , [14] , [15] . The concept of fairness has been discussed in many contexts such as economics, computer, and telecommunication systems [14] , [15] . In the area of networking, software defined networking (SDN) enables the network programming capability via a logically central software defined (SD) controller and separates the control plane from the data plane [16] , [17] , [18] . By utilizing SDN, some important areas as caching, transmission, and fairness can be jointly considered while the fast and efficient resource allocation in C-HetNets is guaranteed [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] .
Recently, to avoid duplicated content caching at nearby local caches, distributed CPSs have been developed where the opportunity of MUs to access to multiple storages is considered [3] , [5] , [10] , [20] , [21] , [22] . In this regard, studying the benefits of transmission-aware CPSs by coupling the CPS and physical-layer transmission have attracted more attentions [3] , [4] , [5] , [9] , [16] , [20] , [23] , [24] , [25] . The accessibility of MUs to the edge devices seriously depends on the wireless channel capacities which can be improved by designing an efficient transmission policy. In this way, the performance of CPSs can be further improved by jointly optimizing the storage and radio resources, and MU association policy. From the resource allocation perspective, fairness is critical in cases where a set of resources is shared among several individuals/users. It should be noted that considering fairness affects both the design of the CPSs [26] and the delivery policy [13] , [27] .
The recent works studying cache-assisted wireless networks fall into two main categories: 1) devising efficient delivery policies for a given CPS; 2) designing CPSs to have an efficient content delivery. In the first category, some research works investigate the benefits of heuristic baseline popular CPSs and delivery policies in cache-aided wireless networks [7] , [11] , [12] , [19] , [23] . By adopting different heuristic CPSs in a fog-radio access network (RAN), the authors in [11] design efficient delivery policies to maximize the delivery rate under fronthaul capacity and per-enhanced remote radio head (RRH) transmit power constraints. In [12] , the authors devise a joint RRH selection and subcarrier and transmit power allocation algorithm for the DP of an orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA)based cloud-RAN. The trade-off between system throughput and outage probability is also investigated in [23] , [28] . Besides, the authors in [7] propose several power allocation algorithms for different objective functions in a cache-aided backhaul-limited small-cell network. In addition, the authors in [19] devise a joint MU association and bandwidth allocation for a certain caching status. Since the proposed solution is based on a centralized manner, a SD scheduler is applied to have a fast and efficient centralized resource management. In the second category, i.e., developing a transmission-aware CPS, several research works have been published [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] , [9] , [10] , [16] , [20] , [24] , [25] , [29] , [30] . The idea of femtocaching in C-HetNets was first proposed in [5] where all femto BSs (FBSs) are treated as caching helper nodes with low-cost storages while connecting to a macro BS (MBS) with low-rate backhaul links. Moreover, the cache placement operation is assumed to be performed at low demand times. By using the alternating direction method of multipliers approach, the authors in [20] propose a distributed CPS in mobile cellular networks which is based on the backhaul bandwidth consumption and storage capacities. The works in [25] , [30] focus on devising mobility-aware CPSs based on the available PDI and mobility patterns of MUs. In this way, the authors at first propose some methodology approaches to predict the mobility treatment of MUs. Although these works consider the mobility of MUs in different moments of DP, they do not exploit the benefits of jointly allocating storage and radio resources to improve the flexible access node selection opportunities in the system. In [6] , with the availability of MU's requests, a transmission-aware CPS is proposed for a single-cell LTE system with device to device communications to reduce both access and backhaul traffic subject to storage capacity and delivery deadline constraints. In [3] , the authors propose a CPS to minimize the average delay of MUs in C-HetNets by assuming an unlimited storage capacity for MBS and fixed channel state information (CSI) of access links which is not practical assumptions. A cooperative CPS for fog-RANs is devised in [9] with the aim of minimizing the average delay of MUs under storage capacity constraint. However, the backhaul delay analysis and the effect of backhaul radio resource allocation (RRA) on the performance of CPSs is neglected. Moreover, they assume a fixed signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) and estimated interferences in RAN which reduces the flexibility and practicality of the proposed CPS. Fixed CSI and SINR are also considered in [4] and [10] for the design of CPSs in C-HetNets to minimize the total latency at MUs and maximize MUs data rates, respectively. Different schemes have been developed for wireless networks to guarantee the fairness among MUs [13] , [14] , [15] , [26] , [27] . To consider fairness, some RRA algorithms are proposed for OFDMA-based cellular networks [13] , [27] . More specifically, in [13] , the authors propose RRA algorithm for the downlink of a cellular OFDMA-based system consisting of multiple BSs to maximize the weighted sum of the minimal MUs rates subject to per-BS transmit power constraint. In addition, the authors in [26] design a heuristic fairness-aware cooperative caching approach in mobile social networks to improve the data access fairness. Although many existing transmission-aware CPSs in cacheenabled wireless networks efficiently improve the latency of MUs, they do not guarantee the fairness among MUs which could significantly affect the MUs latency.
Contributions
In this work, we first design a resource allocation framework for a two-tier multiuser OFDMA-based software defined C-HetNet with limited wireless backhaul links where the network operational time is divided into two separated phases as CP and DP. To guarantee the fairness in terms of delay among MUs, we first propose two delay-based fairness schemes, called proportional fairness (PF) and minmax fairness (MMF). To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to investigate the effect of delaybased fairness schemes in the wireless edge caching context. In the CP, we design novel fairness and transmission-aware CPSs (FTACPSs) based on the available content popularity and channel stochastic information at the SD central scheduler. This novel strategy is proposed based on jointly allocating all available physical resources as storage, and both access and backhaul radio resources, and performing MU association to exploit the flexible physical layer transmission opportunities and the OFDMA technique in the CPS design. In the DP, we propose a delivery policy based on the arrival requests of MUs, CSI, and caching status. To solve the optimization problems corresponding to each fairness scheme, we propose low-complexity alternative optimization (AO) algorithms with a novel transformation method based on the wellknown epigraph technique in order to tackle the non-convexity of access and backhaul delay functions. We also obtain the computational complexity of the proposed algorithms and analytically prove the convergence of each AO approach. In Simulation results, we show that our proposed FTACPS improves the system total latency up to 27 percent compared to the conventional baseline popularity approaches. Moreover, we investigate the average delay of MUs with/without considering fairness schemes in order to authenticate our FTACPSs. It is noteworthy that we are the first to investigate the benefits of jointly allocating physical resources as storage and radio to design efficient CPSs proactively in C-HetNets. We should emphasize that our proposed resource allocation framework and FTACPSs are not a panacea but a new attempt in the context of designing efficient CPSs in C-HetNets. There would be several interesting issues such as MUs mobility in the DP, variations of wireless channel fading through each time period of the DP, availability of the perfect PDI and CDI in the CP, and real system implementation. Addressing these concerns is considered as future works, and we hope this work will provide some guidelines to design efficient CPSs in cache-assisted wireless networks. To preserve the readability of the paper, the abbreviations used are shown in Table 1 .
Paper Organization
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the systems setup, the proposed fairness schemes, and the optimization problem statements in each scheme. Section 3 proposes solutions for the main problems. In addition, Section 4 investigates the computational complexity of the proposed solution algorithms. In Section 5, we present numerical results to evaluate the performance of CPSs. We also present the conclusion of this paper in Section 6.
SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATIONS
Consider the downlink of a wireless software defined C-HetNet consisting of a single MBS and B FBSs connected to a DC via wireless backhaul links. Moreover, there exist U MUs in the network such that each MU can be associated to only one BS. Fig. 1 illustrates the considered network model. In the MBS, a SD controller with a global view of the network is deployed [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] . Furthermore, the SD controller enables a fast and efficient control over networks devices by using the OpenFlow interface [17] , [18] , [19] . Denoted by B ¼ f0; 1; 2; . . . ; Bg, the set of BSs in the network where 0 represents the MBS and f1; 2; . . . ; Bg is the set of FBSs. Let U ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Ug be the set of MUs in the network. We assume that there are C contents in the network whose set is represented by C ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; Cg. The size of content c is indicated by s c which is modeled by Log-normal distribution with the mean value m s and variance s 2 s [6] , [31] . The PDI of contents are the same among all MUs in the network and also modeled as Zipf distributed [3] , [4] . Hence, the probability of requesting the cth popular content, i.e., rank
where z 1 is the Zipf parameter and tunes the skewness of the distribution. We assume that BSs are able to cache contents where M max b denotes the maximum The considered system operates in two separated phases as CP and DP [3] , [11] , [12] which are described in the following: 1) Once the content placement process in the CP is completed, all BSs and DC are ready to serve the requests of MUs, immediately. It is assumed that this system is fast enough to switch between the CP and DP [3] , [10] , [11] . Assume that the DP is divided into several time periods, each of which has the time length of T seconds which is much smaller than the whole DP [11] . We suppose that each MU requests one content at the beginning of each time period [6] , [7] , [12] . In this scheme, with assuming that MU is associated to BS b, if the requested content c is cached by BS b, BS b sends content c to the MU, immediately. Otherwise, the request of content c is forwarded to the DC, and then, the DC disseminates it to BS b. After BS b received content c, it sends the content to the MU. Same as most of the prior works, we assume a block fading model for access and backhaul channel gains in each time period 2 [6] , [16] , [24] . We assume that channel fadings and IGRs remain constant within one block of length T and change from block to block independently [6] , [16] , [24] . Moreover, all IGRs of a time period are served within the current time period [6] , [16] . This delivery model is widely used in many related research works in the context of wireless edge caching [6] , [7] , [10] , [11] , [12] , [16] , [24] . 2) In the CP, BSs cache contents via wireless backhaul links. Practically, operators are able to collect/monitor the number of requests for each content and CSI of MUs through each long-term delivery phase to obtain PDI and channel distribution information (CDI) in the next CP, respectively. Following related works, we assume that PDI and CDI are known at a central SD scheduler [16] , [17] , [18] , [19] , while the CSI and IGRs of MUs are unknown. 3 Moreover, the received PDI and CDI in the CP remain constant during the next DP 4 [3] , [6] , [7] , [12] , [16] , [21] , [24] . For this system, we first propose a two-phase resource allocation framework based on the available stochastic and deterministic information in the CP and DP, respectively. In the CP, we aim to design an efficient FTACPSs at the offpeak time based on the PDI and CDI by coupling access, backhaul and storage resources. The proposed FTACPSs also cover each time period of the DP, since the RRA is only based on the fixed CDI of joint access and backhaul links, and is referred to joint access and backhaul ergodic RRA. The validation of our proposed FTACPSs are guaranteed until the PDI and/or the CDI change. In the DP, we apply a RRA for instantaneous performance optimization at the beginning of each time period based on the IGRs of MUs, caching status, and CSI which are known at the central scheduler. Since all IGRs of MUs are served within the time period, the proposed delivery policies for different time periods are completely independent. The main structure of our caching and delivery policies is illustrated in Fig. 2 .
Let W Ac and W BH be the access frequency bandwidth and out-of-band backhauling, respectively. By utilizing the OFDMA technique for both the access and backhaul transmissions, the set of subcarriers of access and backhaul links are expressed by N Ac ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; N Ac g and N BH ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; N BH g, respectively, each of whose bandwidth is W S . The binary subcarrier assignment indicator for the access link is defined as g Hence, the instantaneous received data rate at MU u from BS b on subcarrier n Ac is given by [32] i;u is the worst-case inter-cell interference signal at MU u on subcarrier 5 n Ac . Therefore, the data rate at MU u from BS b is given by r Ac b;u ¼
The instantaneous received data rate from DC at BS b on subcarrier n BH is given by
(2) 2. In this work, we assume that MUs do not move during the DP. Devising a mobility-aware CPS based on jointly optimizing the storage and radio resources is considered as a future work.
3. Actually, in contrast to most of the prior works which assume that the CSI is fixed and also available in the CP [3] , [6] , [16] , [21] , [24] , we consider a more practical scenario where CSI is not available while the CDI which is averaged over many CSI samples are available at the scheduler. 4 . In contrast to the prior works where CSI is assumed to be fixed in all networks operational time, we only suppose that CDI remains fixed and CSI may vary between different time periods.
5. In this case, we assume that all access links are active and all BSs are disseminating the requested contents.
where h n BH b is the channel power gain from DC to BS b on subcarrier n BH , p n BH b is the transmit power of DC to BS b on subcarrier n BH , and s n BH b is the combined AWGN noise power and received interference from other DCs at BS b on subcarrier n BH . 6 Moreover, indicated by g
the binary subcarrier assignment variable, where if subcarrier n BH is assigned to BS b, g
¼ 0. Therefore, the achievable data rate at BS b can be obtained by
Proportional Fairness Scheme
In this section, we aim at minimizing the total weighted latency of MUs in the DP. Hence, we devise a FTACPS and delivery policy based on the proposed resource allocation framework presented in Fig. 2 .
Caching Phase
In this phase, we address the problem of minimizing the total weighted average latency of MUs and find an efficient FTACPS by jointly allocating storage and radio resources. Based on the available CDI, we denote R Ac
as the received ergodic data rates at MU u from BS b, and BS b from the DC, respectively, where E h h fÁg is the expectation operator. Note that even though we have a slowly block fading channel model, from the point of view of the central SD scheduler, the relevant quantity is the average (or ergodic) rate, because it has only CDI. The average access latency of each MU u to receive a content from BS b can thus be obtained by
(
where the term s c dedicated for downloading content c at BS b. The definition of b b;c comes from the fact that based on the IGRs and caching status, each BS may need more than one content from the DC during a period of time in the next DP. Hence, the available backhaul rates should be efficiently distributed over the scheduled contents. The total weighted average latency of MUs can thus be formulated as follows:
where v u is the determined weight for MU u 2 U.
In this two-hop transmission system, a delivery deadline constraint is applied to ensure that the content delivery is done within the current time period. Due to the nonhomogeneity of content sizes, we consider a minimum required data rate constraint at each MU to guarantee the quality of service (QoS) of MUs. For notational convenience, we denote p p ¼ ½p p Ac ; p p BH , p p Ac ¼ ½p
Therefore, we formulate the CP-PF optimization problem as follows:
CP À PF : min p p;g g;u u;r r;b b D Pr;tot (4a) s:t: and P max DC denote the maximum transmit power of each BS b and DC, respectively. (4g) ensures us each MU can be associated to at most one BS. Moreover, (4h) represents that each MU can only take access subcarriers from the BS that is associated with it. In addition, (4i) and (4j) are the exclusive subcarrier allocation constraints for access and backhaul channels, respectively, due to the OFDMA assumption. Constraint (4k) represents that the summation of all portions of the backhaul data rate R BH b should not exceed 1. 6 . We assume that an external node acts as an interfering source (IS) and operates on the backhaul frequency bandwidth. Hence, the received interference of other DCs at BSs can be modeled by the IS.
Delivery Phase
In this step, based on the available IGRs, CSI, and caching status (see Fig. 2 ) we design a delivery policy in each time period with the aim of minimizing the total weighted latency of MUs subject to the mentioned constraints in Section 2.1.1. We introduce the binary request indicator
The IGRs of MUs at a time period are inherently independent from each other, and only follow the PDI of contents [6] , [11] . The instantaneous delivery latency of MU u for receiving content c from BS b in the network can thus be obtained by
Accordingly, the total weighted delivery latency of MUs in the time period is given by
Since each MU has only one request in a time period, i.e., P c2C d c u ¼ 1; 8b; u 2 U, and each MU can be associated to at most one BS, only one term
has a non-zero value and the rest of them are zero. Hence, in each time period, we formulate an optimization problem to minimize the total weighted delivery latency of MUs as follows: DP À PF : min
where (6b) and (6c) are the per-MU delivery deadline and minimum required instantaneous data rate constraints, respectively. In addition, (6d) and (6e) are the maximum allowable transmit power of each BS and DC, respectively.
Min-Max Fairness Scheme
In order to guarantee the fairness among MUs in the design of both the CPSs and delivery policies, we address the problem of minimizing the maximal latency of MUs for each phase. Consequently, in the CP, we formulate the following min-max optimization problem:
CP À MMF : min 
In the DP, we formulate the following optimization problem for a fixed r r as DP À MMF : min
s:t: ð4gÞ À ð4mÞ; ð6bÞ À ð6eÞ:
For the ease of reference, we put all the notations used in the paper in Table 2 .
CHARACTERIZATION OF SOLUTION AND ALGORITHM
In this section, we solve problems (4), (6), (7) and (8) .
The solution algorithms are presented in the following sections.
Solving the CP-PF Problem
Here, we aim to solve the non-convex problem (4) . Problem (4) is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) which is NP-hard, and hence, it is difficult to find an optimal solution for it [9] , [10] , [13] , [19] , [29] , [32] . To make (4) tractable, we propose a three-step AO approach in which ðr r; b b; u uÞ, ðp pÞ, and ðg gÞ are iteratively obtained [13] , [32] . These iterations are applied until accuracy is obtained. The pseudo code of the proposed AO algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1. The Proposed AO Algorithm for Solving (4) 1: Initialize r r 0 , b b 0 , p p 0 , u u 0 and g g 0 to feasible values. repeat 2: Find r r t 1 , b b t 1 and u u t 1 by solving (4) for a fixed ðp p t 1 À1 ; g g t 1 À1 Þ. 3: Find p p t 1 by solving (4) for a fixed ðr r t 1 ; b b t 1 ; u u t 1 ; g g t 1 À1 Þ. 4: Find g g t 1 by solving (4) for a fixed ðr
Until Convergence of r r, b b, u u, p p and g g. 6: r r, b b, u u, p p and g g are the outputs of the algorithm. Proposition 1. In the proposed Algorithm 1, the objective function is either improved (lowered) or remains constant after each iteration t 1 . It is lower bounded by zero and hence, Algorithm 1 converges to a local optimum solution.
Proof. Please see Appendix A, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi. ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TMC.2019.2892978. t u
Initialization
In this section, we initialize the optimization variables in (4) . Before initializing, we note the difficulty of satisfying QoS constraints (4c) and (4d). To initialize u u, we assume that each MU is associated to the nearest FBS within a determined distance threshold d max . If there is no FBS within d max , the MU chooses MBS. For initializing r r, we first assume that all most popular contents are stored in the cache of BSs one by one until the storages are filled. This proactive strategy, which is known as the cache most popular (CMP) method, is used in many previous works [11] , [12] . Then, we assume that the transmit power of each BS is equally distributed over each subcarrier [16] , [33] . Hence, we have p n Ac b;u ¼ P max b N Ac U ; 8b 2 B; u 2 U; n Ac 2 N Ac . In addition, we assume the same equal power allocation approach for the DC which means p
; 8b 2 B; n BH 2 N BH . For initializing b b, at first we note that in the CP, all un-cached contents in BS b are sent from the DC to BS b with a predefined probability. According to (3), the delivery latency of each content is a linear function of its popularity. Therefore,
b;c ÞD c ; 8b 2 B; c 2 C to allocate the backhaul portion data rate to each content based on its popularity and placement. When P C c¼1 ð1 À r b;c Þ ¼ 0, it means all contents are cached at BS b. In this situation, BS b does not request any content from the DC and we set b b;c ¼ 0; 8c 2 C. After initializing r r, b b, u u and p p, we find g g by solving (4) for the given ðr r; b b; u u; p pÞ using the relaxation method which is presented in Section 3.1.3. This approach ensures to meet all the constraints in (4). Each term in (9a) and (4c) are ratios of two functions which result in non-convex functions with respect to optimization variables r r, b b and u u. Hence, the combinatorial optimization problem (9) can be classified as a nonlinear fractional programming [34] with binary and nonlinear constraints. It seems that (9) can not be approximated directly. Hence, we apply some steps to make (9) tractable in the following. We first utilize the epigraph technique [35] 
where y y ¼ ½y BH;c b;u . Problem (10) is a MINLP with mixed-integer nonlinear constraint (10b) which is due to the bilinear and binary bilinear products y BH;c b;u b b;c and u b;u ð1 À r b;c Þ, respectively. Since lnðxÞ is an increasing function of x > 0, we transform (10b) to
which is due to the fact that for a binary variable z and proper small positive value , we have ln 1 À z ð Þ¼z ln ð Þ and ln z ð Þ ¼ ð1 À zÞ ln ð Þ. 7 By substituting (11) in (10), we have 
which is a mixed-integer disciplined convex programming (MIDCP) and can be solved by utilizing available standard optimization softwares such as CVX with the internal solver MOSEK [36] , [37] . MOSEK is able to solve mixed-integer linear, conic and quadratic optimization problems using the Branch&bound&cut algorithm [38].
Finding p p for Fixed ðr r; b b; u u; g gÞ
In this step, we solve the following optimization problem: classified as a nonlinear fractional programming [34] , [39] with nonlinear constraints. We first utilize a transformation method based on the epigraph technique presented in Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material, to deal with the non-convexity of delay functions in (13a) and (4c). In doing so, (13) is transformed into the following equivalent form: (14b) (14) non-convex. In the following, we use the successive convex approximation (SCA) algorithm to approximate R Ac b;u in a concave form based on the differenceof-two-concave-functions (D.C.) approximation method [32] , [36] . In this line, we first update the approximation parameter based on p p t 2 À1 at iteration ðt 2 À 1Þ. Then, we approximate R Ac b;u to a concave form. Finally, we solve the approximated convex problem and obtain p p t 2 . To approximate R Ac b;u to a concave form, we first formulate the nonconcave data rate (1) ;u ðp p Ac t 2 Þ at each iteration t 2 by using the following linear approximation approach [32] 
for a given p p Ac t 2 À1 from previous iteration t 2 À 1 ! 0. In addition, rg 
Hence, the approximated concave ergodic access data rate at MU u over subcarrier n Ac at each iteration t 2 is given byR ;u ðp p Ac t 2 À1 Þ À rg n Ac b;u ðp p Ac t 2 À1 Þ p p Ac t 2 À p p Ac
Therefore, by substituting the approximated concave data rateR n Ac b;u ðp p Ac t 2 Þ in (14), the convex approximated problem at each iteration t 2 is formulated as 
The disciplined convex programming (DCP) problem (18) can be easily solved by using the available optimization toolboxes, such as CVX [37] . The CVX package with SeDuMi and SDPT3 solvers can be used to solve the DCP problems [37] . In this regard, CVX employs geometric programming (GP) with the interior point method (IPM) [35] , [36] . The default solver for solving the DCP problems is currently SDPT3. However, SeDuMi is faster for most DCP problems [37] . Moreover, the Lagrange dual method can be easily applied to solve the convex programming (18) [7] , [12] , [32] , [34] . The pseudo code of the proposed SCA algorithm with the D.C. approximation method is summarized in Algorithm 2. To find g g, we solve the following problem:
min g g D Pr;tot s:t: ð4cÞ À ð4fÞ; ð4hÞ À ð4jÞ; ð4lÞ: are set to be real values between 0 and 1, and known as time sharing factors for all MUs associated to BS b for transmitting requested contents through subcarrier n Ac and all BSs over subcarrier n BH , respectively. Then, we again apply the transformation method presented in Appendix B, available in the online supplemental material. For more details, please refer to [41] . Note that the access data rate function R Ac b;u is still non-concave in g g. To tackle this issue, we again use the SCA approach with the D.C. method and approximate R Ac b;u g g Ac À Á
to a concave form. This approach and its approximation formulations are very similar to Algorithm 2. It is noteworthy that the resulting approximated DCP problem of finding g n Ac b;u at each SCA iteration can be solved by using CVX or the Lagrange dual method.
Solving the DP-PF Problem
Here, we solve (6) and obtain u u; p p; g g; b b
ð Þfor a given r r from the prior CP. Since both the CP-PF and DP-PF problems have the same structure, from the viewpoint of objective functions and constraints, we can utilize the same approach. The main difference in the solution algorithm for (6) is the first step of Algorithm 1, i.e., finding b b and u u for a fixed r r. In this step, we also use the logarithmic transformation approach which is proposed for (10b). Hence, we first formulate the optimization problem of finding b b and u u for fixed r r, p p and g g as follows: 
The resulting MIDCP problem can be solved by using CXV with its internal solver MOSEK. To find p p and g g in the DP-PF problem, we apply the same strategies proposed to find p p and g g for the CP-PF problem, respectively. Fore more details, please refer to [41] .
To initialize u u, p p, b b, and g g in the DP, we use the following information-centric approach. Each MU selects the nearest FBS within d max if the FBS has the requested content. If there is no FBS within d max which has the requested content, the MU is associated to MBS, if the MBS has the requested content. Otherwise, the MU is associated to the nearest FBS within d max . If there is no FBS within d max , the MU is associated to MBS. Then, we apply the equal power allocation approach between MUs and active BSs, i.e., BSs which request at least one content from the DC. Based on binary IGRs of MUs at each time period in the DP, we note that all the un-cached requested contents of MUs in cell b should be sent to BS b from the DC. By equal allocation of non-zero
; which represents that the portions of backhaul data rate for the uncached requested contents in each cell are equally distributed. Note that in each time period, each un-cached requested content is sent only once to the BS. After finding u u, p p and b b, we solve (6) and find g g.
Solving the CP-MMF Problem
In this section, we solve (7) and design a FTACPS based on the MMF scheme. In doing so, we first transform (7) into the following equivalent problem as where the convex constraint (23b) represents that the maximal latency of MUs should not exceed T . In order to solve the MINLP problem (23), we propose an AO algorithm which is similar to Algorithm 1 for solving the CP-PF problem. Specifically, in each iteration, we first obtain r r, b b, u u and v for a pre-defined ðp p; g gÞ. After that, we find ðp p; vÞ and ðg g; vÞ in separated steps. These iterations are repeatedly applied until the proposed AO algorithm converges. The proof of the convergence of the proposed algorithm is similar to Proposition 1. To initialize r r 0 , p p 0 , b b 0 and u u 0 , we use the same initialization method presented in Section 3.1.1 for the CP. Then, we solve (23) and find g g 0 . After initializing, we find ðr r; b b; u u; vÞ by solving the following MINLP problem: which can be solved by utilizing CVX with the internal solver MOSEK. To find ðp p; vÞ and ðg g; vÞ in the second and third steps of the main algorithm, we again use the proposed approaches of finding p p and g g for the CP-PF problem, respectively. For more details, please refer to [41] .
Solving the DP-MMF Problem
Similar to Section 3.2, the CP-MMF and DP-MMF problems have the same structure (for a fixed r r). Therefore, to solve (8), we use the proposed algorithm which is devised to solve CP-MMF problem. To initialize p p 0 and b b 0 , we use the same initialization approach as in Section 3.2. Then, we find g g 0 by solving (8) using the same approach proposed to find g g in the CP-MMF problem.
COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY
Here, we obtain the computational complexity of the proposed AO algorithms. The complexity of each algorithm is a linear function of total number of iterations performed, and the complexity of each subproblem. The total number of main iterations depends on the adopted stopping criterion or the accuracy of the algorithm. The proposed Algorithm 1 for solving the CP-PF problem operates in three main steps. The first step is finding r r, b b, and u u. In this line, we first transformed (9) into the equivalent problem (12) which is solved by using CVX with the internal solver MOSEK. CVX is fundamentally based on IPM [35] , [36] , [37] . Hence, the computational complexity of solving (12) is formulated as follows:
where T CP;PF
is the total number of constraints in (12) , t 0 is the initial point for approximating the accuracy of the IPM, 0 < % ( 1 is the stopping criterion for the IPM, and is used for updating the accuracy of the IPM [35] , [36] . It is noteworthy that the complexity estimation formulation (26) does not assume sparsity or any special structures in the data matrices which greatly affects the complexity of solving problems. In the first step, r r and u u are very sparse matrixes due to constraints (4b) and (4g). Moreover, b b is related to r r and is another sparse matrix.
In the second step of Algorithm 1, we find p p by solving (13) using the SCA approach with the D.C. approximation method, where the approximated DCP problem (18) at each iteration t 2 is solved by using CVX. The complexity of solving (18) at each iteration t 2 is given by C CP;PF
Finally, we obtained g g in the same way as p p. The computational complexity of obtaining g g at each SCA iteration is thus on the order of C CP;PF
Therefore, the total computational complexity of solving (4) using Algorithm 1 is on the order of C CP;PF
where I tot , I SCA Pow and I SCA Sub are the number of main iterations, SCA iterations for finding p p and SCA iterations for finding g g, respectively. Note that the sparsity of p p and g g are not considered in the complexity formulations. Moreover, the special structures of finding new added variables such as x x andx x for finding p p are not considered in the formulations. Actually, new variables x x andx x for finding p p can be easily found, since they are only the upperbound delay variables.
Since the proposed algorithm for solving the main problems have the same structure, the computational complexity of solving the DP-PF, CP-MMF and DP-MMF problems can be obtained in the same way of the CP-PF problem. For more details, please refer to [41] . We also summarize the computational complexity of the proposed AO algorithms in Table 3 . Since we assumed that all subproblems are solved using the CVX solver, the difference of the computational complexity of subproblems comes from the difference of the total number of constraints. To this end, we only present the total number of constraints in each subproblem in Table 3 .
SIMULATION RESULTS
Here, we provide the Monte Carlo-based simulation results to evaluate the performance of our proposed FTACPSs via a Matlab-based simulator system. All numerical examples are conducted with Matlab R2014b on an x64-based laptop equipped with an Intel(R) Core(TM) i7-5500U CPU of speed 2.40 GHz and a memory of 8 GB. In these simulations, a single MBS is positioned at the center of a circular area with radius 350 m (typical of urban macrocell [4] , [22] , [42] ). 15 FBSs each having radii of 70 m are uniformly distributed in the coverage area of MBS [4] , [22] . Moreover, there are 5 and 10 MUs uniformly distributed in the coverage area of each FBS and MBS, respectively [32] . Fig. 3 illustrates an exemplary network topology in our numerical results. The distance between MBS and DC is also set to 2 km. The wireless access and backhaul frequency bands are set to W Ac ¼ 20 [4] , [6] , [22] , [24] , [42] and W BH ¼ 20 MHz with the total number of subcarriers N Ac ¼ N BH ¼ 64, and a carrier frequency of 2 GHz, following the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) standard [12] . Hence, the bandwidth of each subcarrier is W S ¼ 312:5 KHz. The wireless access and backhaul channels consist of both the large-scale and small-scale fadings. The large-scale fading consists of path loss and shadowing, and is modeled as 128:1þ 37:6log 10 d i;j þ x i;j in dB, where d i;j > 0 in (Km) and x i;j in (dB) are the distance and shadowing between transmitter i and receiver j, respectively. Moreover, x i;j is modeled as a log-normal random variable with the standard deviation of 8 dB [4] . The small-scale fading is modeled as independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) Rayleigh fading with variance 1 [4] , [12] . The power spectral density (PSD) of AWGN noise is set to À174 dBm/Hz. Without loss of generality, we assume that the IS acts as an AWGN noise with the PSD of À120 dBm/Hz. Assume that there are C ¼ 1000 contents in the network [4] , [22] . The popularity of contents is also modeled as Zipf distribution with the Zipf parameter z 1 ¼ 0:56 [4] , [22] . Similar to [6] , the size of contents is modeled as Log-normal distribution in terms of MByte where m s ¼ 0:5 and s 2 s ¼ 1:5 [6] . We assume that our cache sizes are percentages of the total content sizes [11] . The relative cache size percentage of each FBS and MBS are set to 3 and 10 percent, respectively [4] , [22] , [42] . Following [4] , [22] , we assume the transmission power of DC, MBS and each FBS are set to 50 Watts (W), 40 W, and 2 W, respectively. The minimum required data rate of each MU is R min u ¼ 3 Mbps; 8u 2 U. The time length of each time period, i.e., delivery deadline, is T ¼ 300 seconds (Sec) [6] . Without loss of generality, we assume a symmetric fairness in the PF scheme [13] . The system parameters are summarized in Table 4 .
The simulation structure is described in the following. In all shots (simulation loops), the position of MBS is fixed, whereas all FBSs and MUs are randomly distributed. Each result is averaged over various networks topologies and settings, i.e., CDI, location of FBSs and users, and size of contents in the CP (which is named as CP parameters). Then, we fix the CP parameters and change the IGRs and CSIs. After 50 (number of time periods) shots, we again change the CP parameters. The number of the main simulation loops, i.e., changes of the CP parameters, is equal to 20. Generally, each scenario is averaged over 1000 samples to decrease the impact of randomness in our simulation study. In the DP, we apply the PF or the MMF delivery policy corresponding to the considered fairness scheme.
We compare the performance of our proposed CPSs with the following heuristic ones:
Cache most popular (CMP): In this proactive strategy, each BS caches the most popular contents until its storage is full [11] , [12] . Uniform Random caching (URC): In this proactive strategy, each BS caches contents uniformly until its storage is full. This strategy does not depend on the PDI. Popular Random caching (PRC): In this proactive strategy, each BS caches contents randomly until its storage is full. The caching probability in each BS is linear to the square root of requesting probability [43] . No caching (NC): In this case, the storage capacities are equal to zero. Hence, all the requested contents need to be prefetched at the DC over the backhaul links [6] , [11] . Fig. 4 illustrates the impact of the storage capacity of FBSs on the total latency of MUs for different CPSs in the PF and MMF fairness schemes. As shown, when the relative cache capacities increase, the performance of all CPSs is improved in the system. This is because, more storage capacities lead to cache more contents in each FBS. In this regard, more requests can be served by RAN. Accordingly, the data traffic of backhaul links are significantly decreased in the network. Moreover, the per-content backhaul data rates increase in the system which cause a significant reduction on the total backhaul latency of MUs as shown in Fig. 4a . Subsequently, the total latency of MUs decreases in the network which is shown in Fig. 4b . From Fig. 4a , it can be seen that the caching technology with our proposed FTACPS strategy in the PF scheme has nearly 63 percent performance gain in terms of total backhaul latency compared to the NC scheme which causes 51.3 percent improvement on the total latency of MUs (see Fig. 4b ). Besides, as shown in Fig. 4a , our flexible FTACPS in the PF scheme improves the total latency of MUs close to almost 27.3 percent compared to the CMP strategy. This result shows that it is more beneficial to exploit the flexible transmission opportunities in CPS in order to improve the delivery performance by integrally and jointly allocating physical resources as storage and radio. In other words, it is better that CPS be devised based on the network conditions with flexible access selection opportunities for all MUs compared to the heuristic strategies in which popular contents are cached everywhere or all contents are randomly cached. However, there is a significant performance gap between CMP and URC when z 1 ¼ 0:56. Fig. 4b shows near to 12.4 percent reduction on the total latency of MUs in the PF scheme compared to MMF. This is because, MMF aims to only decrease the maximal latency between MUs which attracts all BSs to store popular contents with larger sizes in CP with a distributed manner as much as possible and allocate more radio resources for MUs with worse channel conditions in DP. We also present individual delay of MUs in the PF and MMF fairness schemes based on our proposed FTACPSs in Fig. 5 . In this figure, the network topology and user placement are set based on Fig. 3 and Table 4 . We fix all the CP parameters and generate various sets of IGRs and CSIs for different time periods. Actually, Fig. 5 is averaged over 50 sets of IGRs and CSIs for fixed CP parameters. As seen in Fig. 5 , MMF has closed to almost 25.30 percent performance gain in terms of maximal latency of MUs compared to PF. However, this scheme is weak to efficiently handle all MUs latencies in the system compared to PF.
Impact of the Storage Capacities
Effect of the Zipf Parameter
Here, we investigate the effect of the Zipf parameter on the performance of CPSs in the PF scheme shown in Fig. 6 . Zipf parameter z 1 tunes the skewness of PDI which directly affects the diversity of IGRs of MUs. When z 1 tends to zero, the diversity of IGRs increases in the system. For instance, Table 4 .
when z 1 ¼ 0:4, U ¼ 85 and C ¼ 1000, the average total number of unique requests are nearly 80.2 where closed to 18.2 of them are for 10 percent of most popular contents which approximately can be stored in MBS (see Fig. 6a ). In addition, nearly 7.9 requests of the total unique requests are for 3 percent of most popular contents which approximately can be stored in each FBS. In other words, only 22.71 and 9.9 percent of unique requests are for 10 and 3 percent of most popular contents, respectively. These results are averaged over 10000 sets of IGRs for each value of z 1 . According to the above, when z 1 tends to zero, the data traffic of backhaul links increases through the network. Subsequently, the per-content backhaul rates decreases which gradually increases the total backhaul latency in the network shown in Fig. 6b . Hence, the total latency of MUs gradually increase (please see Fig. 6c ). Besides, when z 1 is large enough, the diversity of IGRs of MUs decreases which implies a decreases of the total number of unique requests. Moreover, the request percentage of most popular contents increases in the system which significantly improves the total backhaul and overall MUs latencies.
The CMP strategy is more affected by z 1 than the other approaches, since this strategy is a baseline popular algorithm. For small values of z 1 , the performance gaps between CMP, URC and PRC tend to zero which means these heuristic strategies are not beneficial for high-level request diversity situations. For instances, when z 1 ¼ 0 there is nearly 38 and 32 percent performance gaps between our proposed FTACPS strategy and CMP in terms of total backhaul and overall MUs latencies which are shown in Figs. 6b and 6c , respectively. This performance gap also decreases to 27.3 percent in terms of total latency of MUs when z 1 achieves to 0.56 (please see Fig. 4a ). Actually, our proposed FTACPS is a good solution when z 1 is not large. In this situation, a transmission-aware distributed CPS is integrally designed in the system to avoid duplicated prefetching contents in different co-located BSs to decrease the backhaul traffics as much as possible. It is noteworthy that the PRC strategy outperforms the systems performance compared to CMP, since this strategy uses both the distributed and most popular caching strategies in its algorithm structure. On the other hand, when z 1 is large enough, i.e., only a few popular contents are frequently requested by MUs, the performance gaps between CMP, PRC and our proposed FTACPS strategy tend to zero. As shown in Fig. 6c , CMP and PRC with their very low-complexity structures are good choices when PDI is too skewed. Fig. 7 compares the performance of CPSs in different fairness schemes when the number of MUs per FBS gradually increases through the network. As shown, with increasing number of MUs, the total access latencies exponentially increase in the system. This is because, the available limited radio access resources are distributed over more MUs in each BS in order to satisfy the QoS constraints which degrades the per-MU data rates in DP. Moreover, since each MU requests one content in the network, increasing U gradually increases the data traffic in RAN. These per-MU data rate reductions and RAN traffic increments both together cause an intensification in the total access latency of MUs shown in Fig. 7a . Besides, with increasing U and subsequently increasing the number of received unique requests at BSs, the total backhaul data traffic increases in Fig. 7 . Impact of the number of femto-cell MUs on the total latency of MUs and computational time in different fairness schemes. the network. Furthermore, the limited per-content backhaul rates are decreased in the system which cause an enormous increment on the total backhaul latency which is presented in Fig. 7b. From Figs. 7a and 7b , it can be observed that when the number of MUs grows in the network, the total latency of MUs increases as shown in Fig. 7c .
Impact of the Number of MUs
Interestingly, as shown in Fig. 7a , the NC scheme has lower access latencies than the other approaches. This is because, in the NC scheme, all requested contents should be prefetched from DC in DP. Hence, MUs are generally associated to nearby BSs to increase only the access data rates. In other words, there is no information-centric access selection enforcement for MUs to alleviate the huge backhaul traffics, since all contents should be sent to BSs through backhaul links. In this line, the total backhaul latency of MUs in the NC scheme are significantly higher than other schemes (see Fig. 7b ) which shows the effect of the caching technology in the system. Finally, the total latency of MUs in the NC scheme is more than that other approaches. From Fig. 7a , it can be observed that there exist considerable performance gaps between the MMF and PF fairness schemes in terms of total access and backhaul latencies of MUs. For instances, when there exist at least 3 MUs in the coverage of each FBS, our FTACPS in the PF scheme has nearly 23 percent gain in terms of total access latency of MUs compared to the MMF scheme and this gap achieves up to 26.4 percent when the mentioned number of MUs approaches 7. The increment of performance gaps between different fairness schemes can be arrived by the weakness of the MMF scheme in order to handle the multi-level of more MUs latencies. The multilevel of MUs latencies comes from both the MUs channel conditions, specifically MUs distances to BSs in RAN, and non-homogeneity of contents size. From Fig. 7c , it can be observed that there exists nearly 15.35 percent performance gap between PF and MMF when each femto-cell has at least 3 MUs in its coverage and this gap achieves to 18.64 percent when the mentioned number of MUs achieves to 7. As seen in Fig. 7a , the total access latency of MUs via our FTACPS in PF is bigger than CMP. This result comes from the fact that our distributed FTACPS provides more access selection opportunities in RAN than CMP to alleviate the backhaul traffic. In this line, MUs in nearby co-located BSs can be assigned to the BS that has the requested contents in order to offload the backhaul traffic instead of choosing the BS which provides the maximal data rates. From Fig. 7c , it can be observed that the performance gap between our proposed FTACPS and CMP is 27.13 percent when the number of each femto-cell MUs is 3 and this gap achieves to 29.30 percent when the number of each femto-cell MUs is 7.
To evaluate the benefits of applying an efficient MU association policy in the system, we also consider other PF and MMF fairness schemes in Fig. 7 where our proposed FTACPSs and delivery policy are applied for a fixed u u. The MU association policy for both the CP and all time periods of the DP is predefined based on the following heuristic approach. Each MU selects the nearest FBS within 70 m. If there was no FBS within 70 m, the MU will be associated to MBS. From Fig. 7b , it can be seen that jointly allocating physical resources with an efficient MU association parameter in the PF scheme outperforms the total backhaul latency nearly 43.95 percent when the number of MUs per FBS is 3 and this improvement achieves to 51.39 percent when the number of MUs per FBS is equal to 7. In this way, the total latency of MUs is decreased closed to 33.28 and 38 percent when the number of MUs per FBS is 3 and 7, respectively (see Fig. 7c ).
Each optimization algorithm should strike a balance between the optimality and complexity, specifically in the dense small-cell networks. In this regard, we investigate the computational time of our proposed FTACPSs and delivery algorithm by using our numerical simulation environment in Fig. 7d . The computational times provided in Fig. 7d are averaged over 100 samples. As shown, all the proposed approaches have nearly the same computational time, since the complexity estimations presented in Table 3 are on the same level. It is noteworthy that the future 5G networks with a powerful dedicated SD controller can significantly accelerate the optimization process. Besides, fixing the user association parameter u u decreases the computational time of our proposed approaches only 22.54 percent.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated the design of FTACPSs in the downlink of OFDMA-based HetNets. We proposed an optimization problem for each phase in the PF and MMF schemes. Specifically, in the PF scheme, we minimized the total weighted latency of MUs, and in the MMF scheme, we minimized the maximal latency of MUs in the system. In order to solve each optimization problem, we devised an AO algorithm and proved that the proposed algorithm converges to a local optimum solution. In simulation results, we showed that it is beneficial to allocate the physical resources as storage and radio jointly based on both the channel conditions and contents popularity. Moreover, we investigated the effect of different fairness schemes on the total latency of MUs. Sepehr Rezvani received the BSc degree in electrical and computer engineering from the Shiraz University of Technology, Shiraz, Iran, in 2015, and the MSc degree in electrical and computer engineering from Tarbiat Modares University, Tehran, Iran, in 2017. His research interests include multiple access techniques, energy harvesting and wireless power transfer, cooperative and adaptive wireless communications, wireless edge caching, mobile edge computing, multibitrate video transcoding, software defined networking, network virtualizing, and optimization theory.
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